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Abstract

Let Ω � PGpV,Fqnq � PGpr � 1, qnq, q � ph, p prime. A set of
points L of Ω is said an Fq-linear set of Ω of rank k if L consists of the
points defined by the vectors of an Fq-subspace U of V of dimension
k, i.e.

L � LU � txuyFqn
: u P Uzt0uu.

For the number of points of an Fq-linear set of rank k the following
bound holds

|LU | ¤
qk � 1

q � 1
,

and the Fq-linear sets achieving this bound are called scattered, see [1].
Also, it is possible to define scattered linear sets through the definition
of the weight of a point. Let Λ � PGpW,Fqnq be a subspace of Ω and
let LU be a Fq-linear set of Ω, then if dimFqpW XUq � i, we say that
Λ has weight i in LU , and we write ωLU

pΛq � i. Hence, a scattered
Fq-linear set can be defined as an Fq-linear set by requiring that all of
its points have weight one. In this talk we will investigate Fq-linear
sets of Ω with the property that

ωLU
pΛq ¤ h

for each ph � 1q-subspace Λ of PGpr � 1, qnq and xLUyFqn
� PGpr �

1, qnq, called h-scattered Fq-linear sets. Note that 1-scattered Fq-linear
sets are the classical scattered linear sets defined above and for h �
r � 1 and with dimFq U � n they coincide with the scattered linear
sets with respect to hyperplanes presented in [3]. For any h, we prove
that the rank of a h-scattered Fq-linear set is bounded by rn{ph� 1q,
finding examples in the maximum rank case by introducing a duality
operation (generalizing the one presented in [2]). Furthermore, we
answer to a question regarding the equivalence between MRD-codes
and linear sets posed in [3].
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